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This article describes the hardware design of the iCub humanoid robot. The iCub is an open-

source humanoid robotic platform designed explicitly to support research in embodied cogni-

tion. This paper covers the mechanical and electronic design of the ¯rst release of the robot.

A series upgrades developed for the second version of the robot (iCub2), which are aimed at the
improvement of the mechanical and sensing performance, are also described.
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1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a growing worldwide attention to the development of

humanoid robots. Although these robots are intended for real world applications

most of them are at the moment at the status of research prototypes to address the

problems of mobility,1,2 entertainment3�5 and service robotics6�8 to cite a few.

Humanoid robots are also often used as a model to study human behavior.9�12 The

iCub (shown in Fig. 1) can be considered as a member of the latter category.

2. RobotCub: Open Source Robotics

Open source robotics, especially in its recent evolution, can be given two di®erent

°avors covering respectively the software components required to operate a robot

platform (or a set of robot platforms) or the mechanical hardware. Examples of the

¯rst category are Orocos,13 OpenRTMa and the Robot Operating System (ROS)14

which is a recent attempt of standardizing middleware for mobile robotics. One

slightly older example of the latter is the Japanese open source robot Pino.15 There is

also a notable activity in the creation of open source electronic design and this is

summarized for example in the activities of the OpenCores.b

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The iCub. The ¯gure shows a photograph of the iCub robot (a). The overall robot dimensions are

shown in (b).

ahttp://www.openrtm.org/.
bhttp://www.opencores.org.
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The iCubc is one of the results of the RobotCub project, a EU-funded endeavor to

create a common platform for researchers interested in embodied arti¯cial cognitive

systems.16 Here the RobotCub project took a strong stance towards open source by

releasing everything of the Consortium work as GPL, FDL or LGPL: this includes

the mechanical and electronics design together with the software infrastructure of

the iCub. The software infrastructure is based on an open source middleware called

YARP which can compile cleanly on a number of operating systems (supported on

Linux, Windows and MacOS) using a well-established set of tools.17

For the design of the electronics and mechanics, we were forced to use proprietary

CAD tools, due to the absence of open source professional counterparts. This is an

unfortunate situation, but there is no practical alternative at the moment. Free of

charge, viewers are available for all ¯le formats employed by the project. This does

not prevent however the copy or reproduction of the iCub components since 2D

drawings or Gerber ¯les su±ce in manufacturing parts and printed circuit boards

(PCBs).

In supporting our open source stance, considerable e®ort was devoted to create an

appropriate documentation of the robot. The current iCub documentation covers

nearly all aspects of the robot design, from the mechanical hardware to the operating

software. For RobotCub, it was decided to release all the CAD ¯les under the GPL.d

The associated documentation was also licensed under the GPL.e The YARP mid-

dleware is licensed either as GPL or LGPL.

3. Mechanical Design of the iCub

This section describes the details of the mechanical design of the iCub robot. In its

¯nal release at the end of the RobotCub project, the iCub is approximately 1m tall

(see Fig. 1(b)), has 53 active degrees of freedom (DOF) and has a mass of

approximately 24 kg.

3.1. Design specifications

The initial speci¯cations for the design of the robot aimed at replicating the size of a

three-year-old child.18 In particular, it was required that the robot be capable of

crawling on all fours and possess ¯ne manipulation abilities. For a motivation of why

these features are important, the interested reader is referred to Metta et al.16 The

initial dimensions, kinematic layout and ranges of movement were drafted by con-

sidering biomechanical models and anthropometric tables.16,19 Rigid body simu-

lations allowed to determine which were the crucial kinematic features of the human

body to be replicated in order to perform the set of desired tasks and motions.16,20

These simulations also provided joint torques requirements: these data were then

chttp://www.icub.org.
dThe CAD models of the robot are available at: http://robotcub.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/robotcub/
trunk/iCubPlatform1.1/.
eThe documentation of the robot can be consulted at: http://eris.liralab.it/wiki/Manual.
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used as a baseline for the selection of the robot's actuators. The ¯nal kinematic

structure of the robot is shown in Fig. 2(b). The iCub kinematic structure has several

peculiar features which are rarely found in humanoid robots. The waist features a

three DOF torso which considerably increases the robot's mobility. Moreover the

three DOF shoulder joint is constructed such that its three axes of rotation always

intersect at a single point. The list of the main DOF of the iCub robot is listed in

Table 1; for more detailed information the reader shall refer to the o±cial iCub

documentation.f

3.2. Actuators

To match the aforementioned torque requirements several actuator technologies

were considered.21,22 Among the various alternatives rotary electric motors coupled

with speed reducers were preferred because of their higher robustness and reliability.

In total three modular motor groups with di®erent characteristics were developed;

this allowed their reuse throughout the main joints of the robot. All of them comprise

a Kollmorgen-DanaherMotion RBE type brushless frameless motorg and a CSD

frameless harmonic drive °at speed reducerh (see Fig. 3). Brushless motors have a

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. The iCub kinematic structure. The ¯gure shows a CAD representation of the iCub (a) and of its

kinematic structure (b). For visual clarity the representation of the eyes and hand joints has been omitted.

fhttp://eris.liralab.it/wiki/ICubForwardKinematics.
gKollmorgen DanaherMotion product website:

http://www.kollmorgen- seidel.de/website/com/eng/download/document/200512291032290.
hHarmonicDrive product website:

http://www.harmonicdrive.net/media/support/catalogs/pdf/csd-shd-catalog.pdf.
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Table 1. The joints of the iCub. The table lists the main joints

of the iCub robot and their respective range of motion.

Degree of freedom Range of motion [deg]

shoulder pitch �95 þ10

roll 0 þ160
yaw �37 þ80

elbow °exion/extension þ5 þ105

pronation/supination �30 þ30

wrist °exion/extension �90 þ90

abduction/adduction �90 þ90

waist roll �90 �90

pitch �10 þ90

yaw �60 þ60

hip °exion/extension �120 þ45

abduction/adduction �30 þ45

rotation �90 þ30

knee °exion/extension 0 þ130

ankle °exion/extension �60 þ70
abduction/adduction �25 þ25

neck pan �90 þ90
tilt �80 þ90

roll �45 þ45

Fig. 3. Motor group cross section. The ¯gure shows a cross section of a iCub motor group. The harmonic
drive and Kollmorgen brushless motor are clearly visible.
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very good power density and generally outperform conventional brushed DC motors.

Harmonic drive speed reducers are very light, have practically no backlash, and allow

very high reduction ratios in small spaces. The use of frameless components allows

further optimization of space and to avoid the unnecessary weight of the housings.

The characteristics of the actuator modules are the following:

. the high power motor group: capable of delivering 40Nm of torque, it is based on

the RBE 01211 motor and a CSD-17-100-2A harmonic drive, and has, roughly, a

diameter of 60mm and a length of 50mm.

. the medium power motor group: capable of delivering 20Nm of torque, it is based

on the RBE 01210 motor and a CSD-14-100-2A harmonic drive, and has, roughly,

a diameter of 50mm and a length of 50mm.

. the low-power motor: capable of delivering up to 11Nm it is based on the RBE

00513 motor and a CSD-14-100-2A harmonic drive and has, approximately a

diameter of 40mm and a length of 82mm.

3.3. Cable drives

In the design of the robot cable drive transmissions are widely employed. Cable

transmissions can be used to e±ciently transmit power from an actuator to a

driven link whose range of rotation is limited. Cable drives allow the transmission

of power between bodies rotating along di®erent axes with driven pulleys, stepped

pulleys, pinions and idle pulleys. Whenever space is limited they are a good

alternative to geared transmission. Despite this kind of transmission generally has

a lower mechanical sti®ness than gears, if designed properly, it generally allows to

obtain higher e±ciencies. Moreover cable drives can be used to construct epicyclic

transmission mechanisms similar to the one introduced by Salisbury et al.23,24 and

re¯ned by Townsend.25 In normal \serial" manipulators all the motors and speed

reduction units are mounted directly on the joints, thus increasing the inertial

loads on the motors. Instead by using coupled cable transmission the joints can be

driven remotely: motors can thus be mounted in the proximity of the joint rather

than on the joint itself. A mechanism of this kind has several advantages among

which are a more compact size and lower weights and inertias if compared to

standard serial designs. Another advantage is that this kind of transmission gen-

erally allows to obtain larger workspaces. However it is generally a®ected by some

drawbacks such as higher mechanical complexity (therefore higher manufacturing

costs and longer assembly time) and less intrinsic robustness. Examples of the

implementation of cable drives can be found in the shoulder, elbow, torso, hip and

ankle joints.

Let us consider, for illustrative purposes, the assembly of the two stage shoulder

roll joint, represented in Figs. 4 and 5. The output shaft of the motor block comprises

a pulley that is connected to an idle pulley, that is coaxial with the main motor group

of the shoulder joint. This connection is obtained with two high resistance steel
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cables (1.5mm cross sectional diameter), manufactured by Carlstahli and rep-

resented in Fig. 5(a). Because cables can only transmit forces through tension, two of

them are always necessary to obtain forward and backward motion. Two other

cables (also represented in Fig. 5(a)) connect the idle pulley to the output assembly

with pulleys that intersect at a 90� angle, thus constituting the second stage of the

transmission. Since the two cables cannot be wound on the same cylindrical surface

Fig. 4. The iCub arm. The ¯gure represents a CAD view of the arm of the iCub and its three DOF

shoulder joint and one DOF elbow joint.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. The shoulder joint. The ¯gure shows a CAD view of the shoulder joint mechanism with a highlight
of the cable transmission system (a). The ¯gure also shows a photo of a bottom view of the shoulder

joint (b).

iManufacturer's website: http://www.carlstahl.de/.
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(as suggested by Townsend24), a stepped pulley is employed to allow the correct

cable routing.

3.4. Materials selection

The total weight design speci¯cation was particularly di±cult: special care had to be

taken in the design of structural elements to avoid adding mass. For what concerns

the materials, the majority of the parts of the robot were fabricated with the Al6082

aluminum alloy. With its ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 310MPa and roughly

the typical density of aluminum 2700 kg/m3, Al6082 is among the best materials in

the 6000 alloy series.j For these reasons it was widely employed for all the parts that

did not require particular resistance characteristics. Another material that has been

employed the id Al7075 aerospace aluminum alloy because of its excellent strength to

weight ratio. The use of zinc as the primary alloying element results in a strong

material, with good fatigue strength and average machinability. The density of

Al7075 has a density of 2810 kg/m3 which is slightly higher than normal aluminum;

its UTS of 524MPak is comparable with that of medium quality steels and make it

one of the toughest types of aluminum alloys currently available. Components with

more demanding mechanical properties were therefore manufactured with this

material. Finally, highly stressed parts (such as joint shafts) were obtained from the

high resistance stainless steel 39NiCrMo3. This material, known in the AISI standard

as AISI9840, is a nickel�chromium�molybdenum steel, that exhibits a good com-

bination of strength, fatigue resistance, toughness and wear resistance. Its UTS is

high, around 1.2GPa.l

3.5. The arm and elbow assemblies

The iCub arm has two joints: a three DOF proximal \shoulder" joint and a

rotational distal \elbow" joint (see Fig. 4). The shoulder movements are obtained by

means of a cable driven epicyclic transmission of the kind described in Sec. 3.3 which

is shown in Fig. 5(a). The three motors driving the shoulder are housed in the upper-

torso aluminum frame. The ¯rst motor actuates directly the shoulder pitch joint

whereas the second and third motors actuate two pulleys that are coaxial with the

¯rst motor. These pulleys have slightly di®erent primitive diameters thus producing

a transmission reduction equal to the ratio of their diameters. The pulley motion is

then transmitted to the shoulder roll and yaw joints through a second set of idle

pulleys (see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)). As a result the shoulder joint has its three axes of

rotation intersecting at a single point (which is a typical characteristic of robotic

wrist mechanisms) thus allowing \quasi"-spherical movements.

jAl6082 Matweb datasheet:
http://www.matweb.com/search/datasheet print.aspx?matguid=fad29be6e64d4e95a241690f1f6e1eb7.
kAl7075 Matweb datasheet: http://www.matweb.com/search/datasheet print.aspx?matguid=9852e9cdc

3d4466ea9f111f3f0025c7d.
l 39NiCrMo3 Matweb datasheet:

http://www.matweb.com/search/datasheet print.aspx?matguid=697130f21da64542a68bf61911f2f495.
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This unconventional construction introduces kinematic couplings between the

di®erent motions. Because of this coupling, however, the relation between the dis-

placements and the torques at motor and joint level is not straightforward. The

technique outlined by Tsai for robotic wrist mechanisms26 is particularly convenient

for the analysis of complex epicyclic transmissions and allows to derive these

relations for the iCub shoulder mechanism.27

The one DOF elbow joint is rather simple in its design. The output link is driven

through a pulley system which transmits the power from the motor group. The

motor is housed at the center of the assembly oriented 90� with respect to the axis of

rotation of the elbow. A six-axis force�torque sensor is mounted at the interface

between the shoulder and elbow assembly.

3.6. The forearm and hand groups

The hand of the iCub has been designed to enable dexterous manipulation as this

capability is crucial for natural grasping behaviors (which are in turn fundamental

for our research in cognitive systems). The hand of the iCub has 19 joints but is

driven by only nine motors: this implies that group of joints are under-actuated and

their movement is obtained with mechanical couplings. Similarly to the human body

most of the hand actuation is in the forearm subsection. In particular, seven out of

the nine motors driving the hand joints are placed in the forearm assembly. Given the

limited amount of space available 0.36 to 2.57W brushed DC electric motors were

employed. These electric motors are coupled to multistage planetary speed reducers

(whose reduction ratios vary from 159:1 to 256:1) to obtain the desired torques. The

output shaft of the motors is connected to capstans which wind and unwind the steel

cables that drive the phalanges movements.

The tendon arrangement is extremely critical; therefore the cable routing had to

be done with extreme care and neatly organized according to speci¯ed guidelinesm

(see Fig. 6(b)). Moreover each tendon has to be tensioned properly: this was achieved

by inserting double screwed tensioners along each cable.

The wrist is driven by a di®erential transmission mechanism of the type

described in Sec. 3.3. On the other hand the °exing of the ¯ngers is directly driven

by the motors while their extension relies on a spring return mechanism, thus

reducing the overall complexity of the device. The motion of the proximal phalanx

and medial and distal phalanges are independent for the thumb, the index and the

middle ¯nger. The ring and small ¯nger motions are coupled and driven by a single

motor. Finally two motors, placed directly inside the hand assembly, are used for

adduction/abduction movements of the thumb and of the index, ring and small

¯ngers. The position of each phalanx is sensed by 17 small custom magnetic position

sensors.

mThe documentation can be consulted at: http://robotcub.svn.sf.net/viewvc/robotcub/trunk/iCubPlat-

form/doc/assembly/tendonsHand2007.pdf.
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The overall size of the hand is extremely compact with its 50mm in length, 60mm

in width and 25mm in thickness, making it one of the smallest and most dexterous of

its kind. The design of the iCub hand has been addressed in greater detail in a recent

paper by Schmitz et al.28 to which the reader shall refer for additional informations.

3.7. The lower body and the torso

The preliminary phases of the design process described in Sec. 3.1 suggested that for

e®ective crawling a two DOF waist/torso mechanism is adequate. However, a three

DOF waist was preferred to increase the range and °exibility of motions of the upper

body. As a result the robot can lean, sideways, forwards and backwards, and rotate

its body along its sagittal axis.

The torso mechanism is also based on the di®erential epicyclic transmission

described in Sec. 3.3. In this case however the two base motors drive a third motor

group, whose axis is orthogonal to the previous motors. The ¯rst two motors actuate

jointly the pitch and roll axes whereas the third motor drives the yaw joint. The torso

subassembly is shown in Fig. 7.

Since, for the leg space and size constraints were not particularly critical, the

lower body was designed with a more standard \serial" con¯guration. The legs of the

iCub comprise a three DOF joint at the hip. In this joint the ¯rst DOF is driven

remotely by means of a cable drive actuated by a motor which is located in the lower

torso assembly (see Fig. 8(a)). The leg includes a one DOF knee joint, actuated by

the knee °exion/extension motor, and a two DOF ankle (see Fig. 8(b)). Each ankle is

actuated by a frameless brushless motor housed in the lower leg segments which

drives the °exion/extension movement and by a smaller motor group for the

abduction/adduction movement which is placed directly on the foot.

3.8. The head

The primary function of the head assembly is to move cameras in order to quickly

observe the environment. Two small video cameras are therefore available on the

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. The right forearm and hand of the iCub. The ¯gure shows a photo of the right hand of the iCub

(a) and of the right forearm (b). The motor-capstan arrangement and the cable tensioning devices,

described in the main text can clearly be seen in (b).
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iCub eyes (contained entirely inside the eyeballs). These cameras are moved by a

three DOF eyes mechanism which allows both tracking and vergence behaviors. The

compact neck mechanism has three additional DOF arranged in a serial pitch, roll

and yaw con¯guration (see Fig. 1(c)). The three neck joints are driven by brushed

DC motors coupled with low backlash Gysin speed reducers, to avoid problems when

performing visual tasks. The eyes movements are also achieved with three DC

Fig. 7. The torso of the iCub. The ¯gure shows a photo of the 3DOF torso mechanism and in particular

the construction of the di®erential cable drive transmission.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Details of the legs. The ¯gure shows detail photographs of the legs of the iCub robot. The ¯rst two

axes of the 3DOF hip are shown in (a). The 2DOF ankle is shown in (b).
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brushed motors which drive the eyes with toothed belts (see Fig. 9). The belts can be

tensioned by means of apposite tensioning guides which are included in the mech-

anism. Besides the video camera and the video processing boards the head also

contains the following elements:

. an XSense MTx inertial sensor, which measures the three components of linear

accelerations and of angular velocities;

. a PC104 which is used for high level motor control (see Sec. 4.1);

. two small omnidirectional microphones, for auditory input;

. a MCP and two MC4 boards (see Sec. 4.2) which are used to control the neck and

eye motors;

. facial expression boards, which control a set of LED's that represent the facial

expressions.

4. Electronics and Sensors

4.1. PC104

The PC104 card is used in general for the bidirectional communication of iCub with

the external control station. It is based on a Intel Core 2Duo 2.16Mhz Pentium

processor and has 1GB of RAM, and the sensors acquisition and control electronics.

The data to and from the di®erent robot parts are transferred over several CAN bus

lines. As the gradual improvements and addition of sensors (see following sections)

required an increase of data throughput in its latest revision the board interfaces

with ten CAN bus ports.

Fig. 9. Eyes mechanism. The ¯gure shows a photo of the eyes mechanism; in particular the toothed belt

transmissions of the eyes tilt and pan axes can be seen.
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4.2. Motor control boards

The arms' brushless motors are controlled with the BLL (BrushLess Logic) and the

BLP (BrushLess Power) electronic boards shown in Fig. 10(a). The BLL board

processes the various signals provided by the sensors and generates the control sig-

nals that govern the motion of the motors. These signals are then passed to the BLP

board which contains the actuator power drivers: the voltages applied to the three

phases are controlled by the ampli¯ers with pulse width modulation (PWM). BLP

boards can provide power up to 20A at 48V. Similar but smaller boards have been

developed to drive small, low power DC motors. The power board and the controller

board (which drives four motors independently) are conventionally called MCP and

MC4 respectively. A MCP and three MC4 boards (see Fig. 10(b)) can be used to

control up to 12 DC motors, delivering up to 1A at 12V to each motor. The elec-

tronics are placed on-board near the motor joint assemblies. Data to and from BLL

and MC4 boards are exchanged through CAN bus interfaces.

4.3. Joint position sensors

For what concerns position sensing, each actuator unit contains three Hall e®ect

sensors integrated in the motor stator that can be used as an incremental rotary

position sensor. This provides a low resolution 48 cpr (counts per revolution) rotor

position measurement which can be used for trapezoidal phase commutation.

Moreover every joint angular position is sensed with an absolute 12bit angular

encoder (employing the AS5045 microchip from Austria Microsystems).

In most cases there is no room to ¯t a position sensor in the frontal part of the

motor groups since all parts move with respect to the frame. For this reason it was

necessary to locate the position sensor in the rear of the motor. To do this the

movement of the output link is transmitted through the motor's rotor hollow shaft

with a thin shaft that carries the magnet for the sensor: this particular arrangement

can be seen in Fig. 3.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Motor control boards. The ¯gure shows the custom motor control boards developed for the

RobotCub project. The BLP and BLL boards for high power motor groups are shown in (a). The low
power MCP and MC4 boards are shown in (b).
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4.4. Six-axis force�torque sensor

The iCub arm also comprises a six-axis force�torque sensor.20 The sensor load cell is

based on a three spoke structure machined from stainless steel Fig. 12(a). On each

side of each spoke, a semi-conductor strain-gage is mounted: opposite strain gages are

connected in a half Wheatstone's' bridge con¯guration. The sensor integrates an

electronic board for the data acquisition and signal conditioning Fig. 12(b). The

board samples six analog channels with an INA118 instrumentation ampli¯er: each

input is connected to one of the six aforementioned half Wheatstone's' bridges. The

analog to digital conversion is performed by an AD7685 converter on the multiplexed

signals of the six channels. It is besides possible to add an o®set by means of a DAC.

The board also allows the installation of thermal compensation resistors that mini-

mize the thermal drift e®ects of the semi-conductor strain gages (SSG). All the

operations are managed with a 16bit DSP from Microchip (dsPIC30F4013) which

also provides digital signal ¯ltering and the linear transformation needed to project

the signals of the strain gages to the force/torque space. The data are ¯nally

broadcast through a CAN bus interface at a frequency of 1 kHz.

Fig. 11. AEA board. The ¯gure shows a photograph of the 12 bit AEA encoder board.

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Six-axis force�torque sensor. The ¯gure shows photos of the sensors' three-spoke structure (a),

and the integrated electronic board (b).
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4.5. Pressure sensors for tactile feedback

Humanoid robots are required to sustain increasingly complex forms of interaction

(e.g. whole hand or whole arm grasping and manipulation,29 etc.). In these cases the

location and the characteristics of the contact cannot be exhaustively predicted or

modeled in advance. Skin-like sensors and sensing methods are therefore required for

processing distributed tactile information. The problem is not new and some pressure

sensing technologies for humanoid robots were studied recently.30,31

We have equipped the hands of iCub with a distributed pressure sensing system

based on capacitive technology.32,33 This technology is based on modules which yield

12 independent measurements from 12 corresponding pressure sensing elements,

called taxels in the following. The basis of each taxel is constituted by a round metal

pad which is obtained on a °exible PCB. Flexible PCBs can be bent to cover generic

curved surfaces and the shape can be engineered to optimize covering or curvature of

the robot surface. The °exible PCBs are then covered with a thin layer of soft silicone

foam, which is roughly 2.5mm thick. This silicone layer acts as the dielectric medium

of a capacitor. The foam is covered by an outer layer, which can be obtained either

from conductive Lycra or from conductive silicone. This layer is connected to ground

and enables the sensor to respond to objects irrespective of their electrical properties

(unlike consumer electronic products based on the same technology). In addition,

this layer reduces electric noise from the environment. When pressure is applied to

the sensor, this conductive layer gets closer to the round pads on the PCB thereby

changing their capacitance. We use this change in capacitance as an estimation of the

pressure applied to the sensor surface. The taxels are connected to a capacitive to

digital converter chip (AD7147 from Analog Devices), which sends the measure-

ments over an I2C serial bus. The data of up to 16 modules (for a total of 192 taxels)

are collected by a small micro-controller board, which can then relay them to the

main CPU via CAN bus.

In the ¯rst version of iCub these pressure sensors have been embedded in the

palm, the ¯ngertips and the forearm (as shown in Fig. 16(a)), to enhance the

manipulation capabilities of the robot. In particular, the skin of the palm incorpor-

ates four triangular modules (see Fig. 13(a)), each of the ¯ve ¯ngertips comprises one

module (see Fig. 13(b)), and the forearm covers contain 23 modules. This arrange-

ment results in a total of 384 independent sensitive elements per arm.

4.6. Communication bus

Control cards, skin sensors and force�torque sensors communicate on several 1Mbit/s

CAN bus ports. The network is characterized by a star-like topology, with all

branches converging on the PC104 CPU. Ten CAN sub-networks (roughly one for

each body segment, and two dedicated for skin sensors) join at a central node which

is constituted by the PC104, described in Sec. 4.1. This network architecture is

represented in Fig. 14.
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5. iCub2

The ¯rst version of the iCub robot was developed and constructed four years ago.

Since then it has intensively been used by several partners and institutionsn: this

allowed to reveal several critical aspects in its initial design. We therefore began the

development of a new version of the iCub (tentatively called iCub2) which is now

almost complete. The most relevant improvements are described in the following

sub-sections.

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. Tactile pressure sensors. The ¯gure shows a photograph of the iCub palm with embedded

capacitive pressure sensors (a), and a detail of the pressure sensing ¯ngertip (b).

Fig. 14. iCub bus diagram. The ¯gure shows a diagram of the current communication bus arrangement of

the iCub. The control boards are called DEV int the ¯gure.

nA comprehensive and up to date list can be found in the website http://www.icub.org.
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5.1. Joint torque sensing

The requirement for the robot to interact safely and robustly with humans and its

surrounding environment is particularly di±cult to ful¯ll. To achieve this, joint

torque feedback is essential. We therefore developed torque sensors for the main

joints of the iCub. All the sensors are based on the piezo-resistive e®ect of SSG. When

loads are applied the sensing elements and the SSG which are attached to them

deform. This deformation is accompanied by a change in resistance which is pro-

portional to the applied torque. The signal conditioning is preformed by micro-

controller boards similar to the one described in Sec. 4.4. The sensors allow the

measurement of joint torques with 16 bits of resolution at a frequency of 1 kHz. As

the constraint was to maintain all the functional dimensions of the iCub unchanged,

the development of the sensor for the shoulder joint (which are shown in Fig. 15(a))

was particularly complicated.34 For the lower body instead it was possible to develop

a sensor with radial, controlled deformation, spoke features, that can seamlessly be

integrated in the motor groups (see Fig. 15(b)). Finite element structural simulations

were employed to optimize the ¯nal sensor geometries. Although the current loop

frequency is limited by the CAN bus network throughput, in the near future it will be

possible to close torque feedback loops at 3 kHz by relying on a new control card

design (see Sec. 5.6). The addition of joint torque sensing also required signi¯cant

upgrades to the ¯rmware and software currently used to control the robot.35

5.2. Extensive tactile feedback

Besides joint torque sensing the sense of touch is among the principal sensing

modalities required to work closely and interact safely with humans and more in

general with the environment. Touch can provide a reliable source of information to

guide exploratory behaviors as required for example in machine learning. For this

(a) (b)

Fig. 15. Joint torque sensing. The ¯gure shows a photograph of the iCub shoulder joint torque sensors

(a), and the \modular" joint torque sensor developed for the lower body (b).
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reason the exterior surfaces of iCub2 have been extensively covered with the pressure

sensitive elements described in Sec. 4.5. As shown in Fig. 16 the \skin" tactile sensors

will be embedded in the ¯ngertips, the palms, the forearms, the upper arm segments,

the torso, the upper leg segments, the knees, the lower leg segments and the feet, for a

total of approximately 4200 taxels. This, to our knowledge, makes iCub2 the

humanoid robot with the highest number of pressure sensitive points. The processing

of the vast amount of data streaming from these sensors will be an interesting

technological challenge which is currently being addressed in the context of the

RoboSKINo FP7 European project.

Fig. 16. Pressure sensing surfaces of the iCub. The ¯gure shows the covers of the iCub covers with
embedded pressure sensors. The surfaces colored in dark gray (a) show the pressure sensing elements of the

¯rst version of iCub. The surfaces colored in light gray (b) show the skin coverage of iCub2. The ¯gure also

indicates the number of taxels for each body segment. The numbers with the asterisk are to be intended as

approximate as the design of those surfaces is currently being ¯nalized.

ohttp://www.roboskin.eu/.
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5.3. Head and eyes redesign

It was noticed that in particular operating conditions the neck motor would overheat

quickly, thus indicating that they were probably under-dimensioned. A ¯rst revision

of the neck mechanism, still based on the serial joint con¯guration, was proposed by

Rodriguez.36 The proposed solution was based on the use of harmonic drive speed

reducers and four-bar linkages as key elements of the transmission. However the

design was not entirely compatible with size and space constraints, and was therefore

modi¯ed. This variant is based on a \parallel" actuation scheme with cable drives.

The new solution is partly inspired by the design of the robot COG by Brooks et al.37

which has also been employed in the construction of the MERTZ robot head.38 As

described in Sec. 3.3, epicyclic transmissions are a very e®ective way to reduce the

driven masses and inertias. In the ¯nal design the new head assembly weights

approximately 1.05 kg less than the ¯rst version of the head. With its 8Nm peak

torque on the pitch and roll axes, the new neck mechanism also allows a three-folds

increase of the delivered output torque.

The eyes mechanism has also been revised. The original design was found to be

critical in two senses:

. rapid eye movements were obtained with brushed DC motors which employed low

reduction ratio planetary speed reducers. This introduced signi¯cant backlashes in

the transmission, thus complicating the control, and in general the achievement of

visual tasks.

. the tensioning of the toothed belt transmission had to be performed manually.

This was problematic in terms of accuracy of the camera positioning.

The ¯rst issue is commonly solved by employing zero-backlash harmonic drive speed

reducers, as done also by Asfour et al.39 in the tilt joint of the ARMAR-III humanoid

head. Rodriguez suggested this solution36 as well; moreover he proposed to solve the

second issue by replacing the transmission belts with low play, rigid four bar linkages.

Since the elegant solution proposed by Rodriguez36 introduced a mechanical coupling

between the eyes pan and tilting motions, we preferred to maintain the current eyes

mechanism con¯guration while improving the precision by the addition of harmonic

drive gears. A CAD view of the new iCub head is shown in Fig. 17. The new neck

design also features a two piece eyeball whose outer part can easily be removed to

¯ne-tune the positioning of the cameras.

5.4. Optical encoders

Currently the con¯guration of the robot is measured by means of the magnetic joint

positions sensors described in Sec. 4.3. Brushless motors are instead driven with a

\standard" trapezoidal PWM pro¯le strategy based on the feedback of three digital

Hall e®ect sensors placed in the motor stator. These sensors provide a low resolution

48 cpr signal which causes slight vibrations when driving the motor at low speeds. To

solve this issue and to implement more advanced ¯eld oriented control (FOC)
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strategies we developed and tested an extremely compact custom optical encoder

with 8192 cpr resolution. We successfully completed the preliminary testing and are

now integrating this subsystem in all the major joints of the robot.

5.5. Control boards revision

The control boards were improved in several ways. More in detail the ¯rst release of

the BLL boards, described in Sec. 4.2, had several issues for what concerned the

phases current measurement system. This system has been improved and is now

capable of providing a reliable, high bandwidth, 13bit current measurement. More-

over as new sensors were added to the robot (e.g. see Sec. 5.4) the board I/O ports

had to be revised, without however substantial changes. Finally the boards ¯rmware

has been thoroughly optimized with respect to its ¯rst stable release.

5.6. Ethernet bus

Besides the aforementioned upgrades the whole sensory motor architecture is being

deeply revised. Since the current network (based CAN buses) limits the data

throughput, a new Ethernet based network has been developed. The new archi-

tecture will be con¯gured hierarchically with \mid-level" control boards called DEV

in the following, supervising the operation of \low-level" boards (as represented in

Fig. 18). The higher layer of the architecture will communicate on an Ethernet bus,

whereas the lower level boards will employ an e±cient and robust CAN transmission

protocol. The solution which we are currently investigating is based on a °exible

Ethernet design, where the DEVs, present two plugs for connection with a CAT5

cable. The DEVs can thus be connected either in daisy chain or in point-to-point or

even in a mixture of them.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 17. Design revision of the iCub head. The ¯gure shows two CAD views of the new version of the iCub
head and eyes (a) and (b), and a photo of the head without the electronics (c).
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6. Conclusions

The ¯rst part of this article presented the development of the iCub robot, which is

currently being used in several robotics laboratories worldwide for research in

embodied cognition.p In the second part the most relevant upgrades which are being

integrated in the second version of the robot (namely iCub2) have been described.

The robot features a combination of various technologies which make it unique;

among these full joint torque feedback, extensive pressure sensing, open hardware

and software can be cited as the most important. We hope that these features will

make iCub2 the platform of choice for the emerging ¯elds of arti¯cial intelligence,

motor control and developmental cognition.
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